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The present research aims to capture some 
important moments from the evolution of over a 
century of “Carol I” National Defence University 
from the perspective of the archival documents. 
The stages captured here illustrate the baselines 
of the ideas around which the directions that 
have influenced over time the military higher 
education and implicitly the leadership levels of 
the Romanian Army were designed.

The limitations imposed by the reasonable 
dimensions of a scientific article led to the 
retrospective outlining of several decisive events: 
1889, the year of its establishment; then the year 
1919, which brought about the establishment of 
the Superior School of Intendance; 1937, the year 
in which the Bulletin of the National Defence 
University “Carol I” was created; 1939, the year in 
which the current headquarters were inaugurated 
and in which the first 50 years of activity were 
celebrated.

The time of the establishment of the Superior 
War School came in a context in which the need 
for training senior military personnel was seen as a 
national priority. Until 1889, high-ranking officers 
were sent to study in major European capitals, to 

prestigious military universities (Turin, Brussels, 
Paris, Berlin, Vienna). This kind of education 
ensureed elitist training through direct contact 
with European civilization and culture.

The establishment of the Superior War School, 
as a disseminator and training factor for the 
doctrine of the Romanian army, was a necessity 
following the founding of the General Staff on 
November 12th, 1859, through the High Order no. 
83, signed by Alexandru Ioan Cuza. The officers 
who made up this body were recruited from those 
who had attended war schools abroad and who 
“possessed special military knowledge acquired 
through systematic studies”1, but without having 
a particular Romanian military way of thinking.

Founder of modern Romania, King Carol I 
envisaged the building, in Bucharest and almost 
all the cities county residence, administrative 
buildings, courts, churches, cinemas, “Carol I” 
Central University Library, certain high schools: 
“Matei Basarab”, “Mihai Viteazul”, “Gheorghe 
Şincai”, “Spiru Haret”, “Sfântul Sava”, “Titu 
Maiorescu”, “Iulia Haşdeu”, Library of the 
Romanian Academy, State Monopolies House, 
“Carol I” National Defence University, The 
Council of Ministers, The Palace of the Ministry of 
Transport, the Ministry of Justice, the Agronomic 
Institute, the Royal Palace, the Patriarchate 
Palace, etc. ”2.
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Thus, among the achievements of King                
Carol I a much honored one was also the Superior 
War School, established by the High Royal 
Decree, no. 2073, issued on August 8th, in 1889. 
In the first article of the law, the purpose of the 
institution was established as: the training of the 
General Staff officers and the dissemination in the 
army of superior military knowledge. The courses 
lasted two years, and the conditions that the 
candidates had to fulfill, listed in article five, were 
the following: to have held the rank of lieutenant, 
to have worked “at least two years in effective 

military service, to have had good conduct from 
all points of view, and be of a good physical build 
and completely healthy”. A military physician had 
to give an endorsement certifying “the physical 
constitution of the candidate, especially the sight 
and hearing”. (Appendix no. 1)

After 1919, given the situation created by the 
new alliances, concluded after the First World 
War, Romania’s collaboration was limited to the 
Superior War Schools in Turin and Paris. Also, 
it is officially recognized that after the War for 
Integration (1914-1916) Romania took over the 
doctrine of the French Army3.

Starting with the opening speech of the 
Superior War School, delivered by its founder, 
General Ştefan Fălcoianu4, in November 1889, 
according to which “The need for the establishment 

of a Higher War School was felt and demanded 
by the Grand Army General Staff. (...) We will 
put all our efforts in fulfilling this duty to the best 
of our knowledge; we will claim and we are sure 
that we will gain the help of our most enlightened 
comrades, and thus, we hope that, together, we 
will make this important institution bear the fruits 
that the Army is waiting for from it ”5, we can now 
conclude, at this anniversary hour, after 130 years 
of effervescent activity, after name changes6 and 
transformations, that the aforementioned words 
have reached their true meaning, year after year.

Portrait of Stefan Fălcoianu.
Engraving by Nicolae Grigorescu,
Library of the Romanian Academy

Within the evolution of the General Staff, from 
the initial forms to the complex structure of today, 

Engraving by Eugen Ilina, Union of Plastic Artists of Romania
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of conception and doctrinal preparation, all of 
them dominated by a specific national character, 
a decisive step was the appearance, in 1889, of the 
Superior War School, which put an essential mark 
on the education of high-ranking officers, at the 
same time encouraging cooperation with the other 
armies, research and innovation, all leading to the 
maximization of the operational capacity and thus 
to the efficiency of the whole army.

Thus, the noble purpose of the prestigious 
Romanian military higher education institution 
was kept alive and it achieved its goals, served 
with devotion and high feelings of patriotism, 
both by the senior officers of the Romanian 
Army that it trained, as well as by important 
names of the Romanian culture, starting with 
Nicolae Iorga, Grigore Alexandrescu, Simion 
Mehedinti, Dimitrie Gusti, Henri H. Stahl, 
Dimitrie Caracostea etc.

The need for modernization, improvement and 
alignment with the demands of the time led to a 
permanent extension of the fields of training of 
student officers.

Thus, in 1919, King Ferdinand issued the 
High Royal Decree no. 4729/1919 by which the 
“Intendance Section within the Superior War 
School”7 was established, with a duration of two 
years.

“(...) In addition to the other factors that 
contribute to winning the battles, there is also the 
exponent of the economic body which, through 
its specialized training, organizes and directs the 
economy of the war on which the fate of the battles 
depends largely. The Superior War School, giving 
due importance to this sovereign principle in the 
preparation of the great Army, by setting up and 
operating the Intendance Section under the same 
roof and under the same management, completed 
the much-felt gap in the army’s leadership and 
structure.”8

Different areas were studied such as: financial 
mathematics, commercial law, political and 
national economy, finance, statistics, industrial and 
food chemistry, military law and administration, 
etc. (Appendix no. 2) By 1939, 19 years of alumni 
(348 graduates) had graduated from the Superior 
Intendance School.

Active participant in the most important events 
in the history of Romania since 1889 and up to 
now, the Superior War School trained entire series 

of General Staff officers and imposed, thanks to its 
teachers and commanders, the military knowledge 
needed for completing the mission; it knew how to 
keep up with the times and passed, sometimes even 
with human sacrifices, over the two World Wars 
and the Revolution of 1989. A burning candle for 
the fallen heroes is present in the Hall of Honor, 
and their names are engraved in white marble for 
eternal remembrance.

The year 1937 remains in the history of 
Superior War School, both by the appearance of 
the “Bulletin of the Superior War School”, the first 
title of the publication, (Appendix no. 5), as well as 
by the start of the works for the construction of the 
new headquarters on Panduri Road.

Detached from the plethora of military periodic 
publications of the inter-war period, the Bulletin 
of the “Carol I” National Defence University  
remained the journal with the longest existence, 
completing, in April 2019, 82 years of tradition 
and value.9

The first issue of the Bulletin of “Carol I” 
National Defence University appeared in April-
May 1937, with the approval and at the initiative 
of the General Staff, no. 2872/23 January 1937, a 
fact of special importance, also mentioned in the 
Regulations of the Superior War School of that 
year.

Not only the resistance in time is noteworthy 
in this case, but also the maintenance of the role of 
grandstand of the space of the highest ideas, in the 
service of the most important institution of military 
higher education in Romania.

In the Regulations of the “Superior War 
School” of 1937, both the purpose and the means 
of achieving the objectives of the institution were 
exposed. Two central ideas were emphasized: 
the higher education of the military officers and 
the provision of a training base, among the most 
modern ones, “for the command and management 
of the Major Units and for the election selecting 
General Staff officers”10.

Among the methods of accomplishing the 
objectives set initially, the first one mentioned was 
the activity of the graduate officers “on the occasion 
of their service in the units or in headquarters (...) 
which proceeded so slowly compared to today’s 
rapidity of the progress of military science”, that 
it risked that the doctrine just received in the army 
might become obsolete. The inefficiency also came 
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from the lack of experience and authority of those 
who could not impose the knowledge acquired.

Secondly, emphasize was played on the role of 
“the publication through which the dissemination 
of new ideas was obtained, much faster, at the same 
time as teaching courses in the School and keeping 
the headquarters informed with official intellectual 
material, verified through numerous debates, very 
much. necessary for their documentation, for the 
application of the doctrine in the army”11. Another 
very important advantage underlined in the 
Regulation was the establishment of a community 
of views between the headquarters and the General 
Staff, which contributed from the beginning 
to building mutual trust and a more fruitful 
cooperation.

Following the line of thinking presented 
above, the Superior War School, as the official 
high-culture military body of the General Staff 
and with its approval, took the initiative of 
printing a “Bulletin”, meant not only to remove 
the shortcomings of the first procedure, but at the 
same time to complete it.

Seen as a means of propaganda of the most 
advanced knowledge in the academic military 
community and of creating a unity of doctrine in 
the army, in each Bulletin different subjects were 
exposed so as to be better followed and applied: 
defense, attack, cavalry, infantry, artillery, engineer, 
mechanized means, etc.

The issuance of the Bulletin was considered 
one of the most important objectives of the Superior 
War School in its role of spreading the higher 
military knowledge in the army, about which the 
manager at the time, the adjutant general Paul 
Teodorescu, said: We confidently start off on this 
difficult mission which, for the love of serving the 
institution, we are ready to assume”12.

 The continuous changes at the level of military 
higher education in Romania and especially those 
produced in the dissemination of information 
have affected the means of communication and 
employment of human knowledge. The political, 
economic and social changes that have taken 
place over time have had a strong influence on the 
manner in which military specialists involved in 
the education process found information.

The new information technologies and social 
phenomena generated by the media, at the level of 
information and communication of all generations, 

have led to new communication practices, to a 
revolution in the practice of intellectual work, 
invariably leading to the preference of using a 
shorter text at the expense of traditional reading. 
In this context, Bulletin of “Carol I” National 
Defence University is currently a forum for debate 
and analysis for the academic and professional 
environments, the journal being opened equally to 
teachers, researchers, doctoral and post-doctoral 
students, students, military and civilian personnel 
from institutions belonging to the field of defense, 
public order and national security.

The importance and role of the bulletin in the 
development of the learning and research approach 
has been permanently analyzed and solutions have 
been applied which include, besides the publication 
in the online environment and the publication of a 
number in English, with quarterly periodicity, under 
the title: “Bulletin of Carol I National Defence 
University”, both publications being available at 
http://buletinul.unap.ro/.

Starting with 2011, the Bulletin of                                          
“Carol I” National Defense University has become 
a prestigious publication in the field of “Military 
sciences, intelligence and public order” of the 
National Council for the Certification of Titles, 
Diplomas and Certificates of the University, 
indexed in international databases.

The spectacular evolution of technologies has 
triggered a wave of changes also in terms of the 
level of communications and the role they play in 
contemporary society. The subjects covered by the 
Bulletin have extended to areas until then reserved 
for specialists from other fields and the content of 
articles has been constantly reconsidered.

 The manner of institutional learning, as well as 
the individual learning within the army are essential 
at the moment, ensuring the skills needed to access 
the world of digital information-research structures. 
The most visible are those concerning the typology 
of documents in the digital age, challenges to 
which people must be willing and able to adapt 
permanently. For example, e-learning is considered 
a learning opportunity that leads to the evolution of 
the capacity to perform independent work, but also 
to the capacity to be part of a team in which the 
Bulletin of “Carol I” National Defence University 
responds through its online version.

The attributes required to operate at high 
standards meant to quickly cope with organizational 
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changes can be found in the current way of 
putting together the Bulletin: flexibility, creativity, 
teamwork, cooperation, synthesis ability, 
intellectual curiosity and the significant cultural 
experience of the 82 years that passed. 

The quarterly issue began in 1956 and 
continues to this day. The name was changed over 
time, in close connection with the official title 
of the institution, so that, in 1991, the name was 
changed in the “Bulletin of the Academy of High 
Military Studies”13, then in 2003, in the “Bulletin 
of the National Defense University”14, and since 
2005 it has the current name: “Bulletin of Carol I 
National Defence University”15.

Starting with 2011, the  Bulletin of “Carol I” 
National Defence University is a prestigious publication 
in the field “Military sciences, intelligence and 
public order” of the National Council for the 
Certification of Titles, Diplomas and Certificates of 
the University, indexed and in international databases. 
From the documents kept in the archives and from 
the testimonies of the contemporaries regarding 
the evolution and transformation of the institution 
from the Superior War School to “Carol I” National 
Defence University, we also selected the year 
1939, which was dedicated to the 50th anniversary 
of its existence, on which occasion the current 
headquarters of the institution was inaugurated with 
a lot of pomp, on December 6th, although World War 
II had already begun in Europe.

The moment had been prepared starting two 
years before, in 1937, with the call, repeated for 
two years in the newspapers, on the radio, in the 
Army Monitor (no. 1 - 12/1938), made to the 
former students and teachers to gather the historic 
materials necessary to compose an album of alumni, 
a book of memories, a statistics of the activity of the 
school, for the creation of a museum with objects, 
documents and photographs, etc. (Appendices 
3, 4) Following the steps taken, a unique work 
was published: “The book of Memories of the 
Graduates 1889 - 1939”, unfortunately in a single 
copy, which can be found at the Military Museum 
in Bucharest. Undeniably a source of particularly 
valuable information for the accomplishments and 
avatars of the first 50 years of the institution’s life, 
of interest for the academic environment, but also 
for the general public, “The Book of Memories of 
the Graduates 1889 - 1939” is a work for which an 
enlargement of the degree of accessibility would 

be highly appreciated, and, why not, an anastatic 
issue might be made as a tribute to those who 
served here, then, and as a good example for the 
descendants.

1939 remains as a moment of balance of 
the first 50 years of activity of the Superior War 
School, years in which 3,270 specialized works 
were written, of which 309 military history works, 
258 infantry tactics, 196 artillery tactics, etc.16

The years 1919, 1937 and 1939, on which we 
tried to cast these few retrospective looks, are stages 
of development along a series of events that marked 
the 130 existence of “Carol I” National Defence 
University. I have illustrated with some archive 
images this small painting, in order to somehow 
feel the perfume of the past epoch and to show 
these puzzle pieces, which now form the picture of 
our daily life, the life of those who proudly carry 
on the motto established by King Carol I: LABOR 
IMPROBUS OMNIA VINCIT!

Ad multos annos, „Carol I” National Defence 
University!

APPENDICES

Appendix 1. 1

DECREE OF ESTABLISHING THE 
SUPERIOR WAR SCHOOL

Înalt Decret 2073/8 august 1889
CAROL I, 
Ptin graţia lui Dumnezeu şi voinţa naţională, 

rege al României, la toţi de faţă şi viitori, 
sănătate.

Având în vedere articolul 4 al legii din martie 
1883, asupra serviciului de stat major, asupra 
raportului ministrului nostru secretar de stat la 
Departamentul de Război nr. 14.498, am decretat 
şi decretăm:

Art. 1. Se înfiinţează pe lângă Marele Stat 
Major o Şcoală Superioară de Război, destinată a 
forma ofiţeri de stat major.

Art. 2. Recrutarea ofiţerilor elevi pentru 
această şcoală se va face conform legii, prin 
concurs între locotenenţi şi căpitani de toate 
armele, care vor avea cel puţin doi ani de serviciu 
efectiv la o trupă, cu o bună conduită şi o constituţie 
fizică sănătoasă.
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Art. 3. Numărul elevilor ce se vor admite va 
fi acum, la început, de zece. Ofiţerii elevi vor fi 
detaşaţi de la corpurile lor şi vor purta uniforma 
armei lor.

Art. 4. Examenul de admitere va fi scris, oral şi 
practic. El va consta din patru probe: proba scrisă, 
compusă din două compoziţii, din care una în 
limba franceză sau germană, proba orală asupra 
materiilor din program, proba practică constând 
într-o ridicare cu planşeta de recunoaştere pe teren 
şi proba de echitaţie.

Art. 5. Materiile concursului vor fi următoarele: 
legislaţia şi administraţia militară, arta şi 
istoria militară, artileria, fortificaţia, geografia, 
topografia, regulamnetele de infanterie, cavalerie 
şi artilerie.

Art. 6. Cursurile şcolii vor fi de doi ani. Vor 
începe în fiecare an la 1 noiembrie şi se vor termina 
la 1 iunie anul viitor, la de la 1 iunie la 1 octombrie, 
elevii vor fi exercitaţi pe teren la lucrări topografice, 
călătorii de stat major, călătorii pe graniţă şi 
participare la manevrele anuale.

Art. 7. Examenele vor avea loc în fiecare an, pe 
cursuri, îndată ce unul este terminat, iar examenul 
general va avea loc în luna octombrie a anului al 
2-lea de studiu, asupra tuturor materiilor predate 
în şcoală şi înaintea juriului compus cum se va 
prescrie mai jos.

Afară de examene elevii vor fi supuşi la 
interogaţiuni asupra cursurilor şi vor executa 
în fiecare lună cel puţin o compoziţie scrisă la 
materiile hotărâte de direcţia studiilor.

Elevii vor fi exercitaţi la exerciţiul tactic al 
celor trei arme.

Exerciţiul pe teren se va face cu unităţi de 
garnizoană.

Art. 8. Toate cursurile vor fi obligatorii şi 
următoarele:

Anul I

Istoria militară   30 lecţii
Tactica infanteriei   24 lecţii
Tactica cavaleriei   12 lecţii
Mobilizarea   14 lecţii
Geografia militară generală 20 lecţii
Artileria şi tactica sa  25 lecţii
Fortificaţia   20 lecţii
Limba franceză    20 lecţii
Limba germană   20 lecţii

Anul al II-lea
Istoria militară   30 lecţii
Tactica şi strategia generală  15 lecţii
Geografia militară a României  10 lecţii
Telegrafia militară   10 lecţii
Căi ferate     10 lecţii
Serviciul de stat major   25 lecţii
Fortificaţia   15 lecţii
Administraţia    20 lecţii
Dreptul internaţional   15 lecţii
Limba germană    20 lecţii
Limba franceză    20 lecţii

 Programele analitice se vor face de profesorii 
respectivi şi se vor aproba în prealabil de Comitetul 
Consultativ de Stat Major. 

 Art. 9. Profesorii acestei şcoli se vor numi de 
ministrul  de  Război,  după  propunerea  Comitetul 
Consultativ de Stat Major. 

 Art.  10.  Juriul  de  examinare,  atât  pentru 
admitere  în  şcoală,  cât  şi  pentru  absolvire,  se  va 
compune din trei ofiţeri superiori, brevetaţi din cele 
trei arme, şi doi membri din Comitetul Consultativ 
de Stat Major, din care unul preşedinte. 

 Juriul de examinare pentru admitere în şcoală va 
consta, după memoriile şi recomandările ofiţerilor 
candidaţi,  conduita  şi  aptitudinea  lor  militară,  şi 
un medic superior militar va da avizul său asupra 
constituţiei  fizice  a  candidaţilor.  Cei  recunoscuţi 
improprii vor fi eliminaţi de la concurs. 

 Şeful  Statului  Major  General  va  avea 
supravegherea atât asupra mersului, cât şi asupra 
examenelor în general. 

 Art. 11. La finele anului întâi, ofiţerii elevi, care 
se  vor  dovedi  prin  examenele  parţiale  că  nu  pot 
urma  mai  departe,  se  vor  aduce  înaintea  juriului 
examinator, care se va pronunţa în mod definitiv şi, 
după  raportul  şefului  Statului  Major  General,  se 
vor trimite la corpurile lor. 

 De asemenea, la finele anului al II-lea, ofiţerii 
elevi care nu vor lua examenul de absolvire vor fi 
trimişi la corpurile lor. 

 Repetări de clase nu se vor admite sub niciun 
motiv. 

 Art. 12. Ofiţerii absolvenţi ai Şcolii Superioare 
de Război vor fi clasaţi pe rând de merit17, se vor  
primi brevetul de stat major şi vor fi trimişi a face 
un stagiu de instrucţie de câte un an în corpuri de 
trupă, la o altă armă decât aceea de unde au venit, 
şi  acolo  vor  comanda  cel  puţin  timp  de  6  luni  o 
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companie, baterie sau escadron. 
Art. 13. După stagiul de instrucţie la trupă, 

ofiţerii brevetaţi vor fi chemaţi, în rândul clasării 
lor de merit, a face stagiul de stat major 2 ani la 
Marele Stat Major şi 1 an în statele majore de corp 
de armată şi divizie.

Dacă în timpul stagiului la trupă şi în serviciile 
succesive de stat major se va constata că unii din 
ofiţerii brevetaţi nu corespund condiţiilor de aptitudine 
cerute, acei ofiţeri, după propunearea şefului de Stat 
Major General şi avizul Comitetului Consultativ de 
Stat Major, vor fi înapoiaţi la armele lor. 

 Art.  14.  Un  regulament  interior  al  şcolii  se 
va elabora de ministrul nostru secretar de stat la 
Departamentul de Război, care este însărcinat cu 
executarea decretului de faţă. 

 Dat în Castelul Peleş, la 8 august 1889. 
 CAROL

    Ministru de Război
    General Gheorghe Manu 

 Monitorul  Oastei,  nr.  55/ 19  august  1889,                   
pp. 891-894.
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APPENDIX 2

DECREE OF ESTABLISHING “INTENDANCE SECTION” WITHIN SUPERIOR WAR 
SCHOOL, November 6th, 1919
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National Military Archives, The Superior School of War Fund, file no. 417,  tab. 50-51.
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APPENDIX 3

CALL FOR GATHERING MATERIALS UPON 50TH ANNIVERSARY
OF SUPERIOR WAR SCHOOL, 1937

National Military Archives, The Superior School of War Fund, file no. 413,  tab. 18.
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APPENDIX 4

RENEWED CALL (TO THE ONE IN 1937)
FOR PAYING TRIBUTE TO THE SUPERIOR WAR SCHOOL, 1939
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National Military Archives, The Superior School of War Fund, file no. 413,  tab. 32-33.
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APPENDIX 5

FIRST ISSUE OF THE BULLETIN OF SUPERIOR WAR SCHOOL, 
APRIL-MAY 1937
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NOTES:
1 History of the General Staff Documents 1859 - 1947, 

p. 5.
2 Ioan Scurtu, The Inter-war Romanian Civilization 

(1918-1940), Bucharest, Publishing House Romania 
Foundation, 2008, p. 24.

3 The Superior War School, History of the Superior War 
School 1889–1939, Bucharest, 1939, p. 376. From 1919 to 
1939, 49 Romanian officers and 8 Romanian officers were 
sent to study the great art of war in Paris. The same account 
of scientific activity also highlighted the vast Romanian 
military literature “materialized in deep studies and material 
improvements of all kinds”.

4 Central National Historical Archives Service 
(hereinafter SANIC), Fălcoianu Family Fund, file no. 4, tab 
1 - 4. Ştefan Fălcoianu (06.06.1835 - 22.01.1905) graduated 
from the General Staff School in Paris in 1862, attached to 
the French Army until 1864; between 1870 and 1877 he was 
general manager of the Telegraphs and Posts; in 1876 he was 
appointed a member of the Romanian Academy, then held the 
position of vice-president; froms 20.10.1877 he was appointed 
Chief of Staff and took part in the actions of the Romanian 
Army in Plevna and Vidin; from 20.10.1883 he was director 
of the Romanian Railways; on 10.03.1883 he was promoted 
to brigadier general; between 23.06.1883 and 13.01.1886 he 
was war minister and general inspector of military schools 
in Ion Brătianu’s office; on 10.05.1892 he was promoted to 
the rank of division general; on 08.06.1894 he was appointed 
commander of the 1st Corps of the Romanian Army; on 
12.06.1894 he resigned from the army.

5 «Army Magazine», no. 21-22 / 1889, pp. 764-765.
6 Military Academy, General Military Academy, 

Academy of High Military Studies, National Defense 
University, «Carol I» National Defense University, the name 
received by Government Decision no. 969/25 August 2005.

7 Superior War School, History of Superior War School 
1889–1939, Bucharest, 1939, p. 299.

8 Ibidem, p. 304.
9 See the article «80 years in the service of the military 

academic community: Bulletin of «Carol I» National Defense 
University between tradition and modernity», Laura-Rodica 
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